History Long term plan 2017-2018
Year
1

Term 1

Term 2
Key events / Individuals .
Guy Fawkes. (Houses of
Parliament)

Term 3

.

2

Events beyond living memory - The Fire of London.
Geography link –
Maps of London.
Buildings burnt, rebuilt. Building materials.
Roads and transport.
How have things changed over time?

Term 4
Term 5
Changes in living memory
( linked to national life where appropriate )
How have your clothes or shoes changed over
the years? How do you get around / travel?
Are your toys different?
Has your house, garden or street changed?

Term 6
Significant historical
events, people and
places in own
locality. Castle and
Wallingford museum
– Jethro Tull
Events of local
importance.
History walk to look
at local historical
buildings.

Florence Nightingale
Lives of significant historical
figures, including
comparison of those from
different periods.
SEE LIST for locals.

Lives of significant historical figures, including
comparison of those from different periods.
Samuel Peeps.
3

British History taught chronologically
Changes in Britain from the Stone Age to the Iron Age

Local history study.
Hunter gatherers, religion, technology, travel.
Hill Forts.
Wittenham Clumps.
*Earth Trust.

Broader History Study.
Ancient Greeks. Focus on their
achievements, technology and their
influence on the wider world.

4

The achievements of the earliest civilizations.
Early, ancient civilisations. Ancient Egypt

Roman Empire and its impact on Britain.
British resistance.
Boudicca v Romans.
Julius Caesar.

5

British History taught
chronologically.
Britain’s settlement by
Anglo-Saxons and Scots.
Anglo Saxons and Vikings
including Roman
withdrawal and scots
invasion.

Ancient Greeks
2018 and 2019

6

The Viking and AngloSaxon struggle for the
Kingdom of England to the
time of Edward the
Confessor
Viking invasions; Danegald
– Edward the confessor.

British History taught chronologically.
Extended period study.
A study of an aspect or theme in British history that
extends pupils’ chronological knowledge beyond 1066
First World war.
Significant turning points in history, changes in social
history - Crime and punishment.

Post 1066 study of
relevant local
history.
Or a depth study
linked to a period.
Tudors
2020 onwards
Broader History Study.
Non-European Society.
Mayan civilisation

